Information about your fleet vehicles is indispensable for you as a rental company for vehicles or towed units. In addition to knowledge regarding the general vehicle data such as mileage travelled or brake condition, this also includes preventive controls in order to minimise wear and damage.

When your vehicles are equipped with the required equipment, numerous things then become possible: When previously defined mileage statuses are reached, information is automatically provided regarding accessing and/or exiting defined usage regions and is GPS-monitored and reported.

Your customers also benefit from numerous advantages. This also includes e.g. trouble-free order processing, route monitoring as well as securing the freight by means of e.g. monitoring door activities or a verification of a closed cold chain.

Our cargofleet 3 Portal enables access to all telematic data, also in different portals for rental companies and those who hire vehicles. Briefly: Your customers, and also you, will benefit from our comprehensive telematics system.
Key focus

☑️ Permanent measuring and display of temperature data, door status and fridge fuel tank content
☑️ Measurement and documentation of important vehicle data e.g. milage
☑️ Alarms in case of deviations from set target values
☑️ Immediate legally-compliant temperature data verification
☑️ Up to six temperature sensors
☑️ Detection of fuel theft, tank fill-level indication via LED display
☑️ Sub-accounts available for your customers in the web portal
☑️ Can be used for every vehicle, regardless of the vehicles’ manufacturer
☑️ Suitable for every vehicle model – from vans and transporters up to HGVs and trailers

Alarm messages can inform the driver, dispatcher and vehicle rental company when limit values are reached or when defined conditions are deviated from.

Alarm messages

Detailed information regarding orders and vehicles can be recalled up and exchanged with partners.
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